W e believe that there are present all the potential
elements for either a united India or for the devastation of civil war. The United Nations have a stake
in this conflict. If India is conceived as an imperial
possession, it may be thought that it is no business of
America’s and any suggestion for a possible settlement may be resented as an unw arranted interference. But if India genuinely desires to enter the war
as an Ally with possibly as great potential man power
and raw materials as China, then it becomes the com
cern of all the United Nations if that vast potential
is not only largely unutilized but turned into enmity.
It is for this reason that Chiang Kai-shek urges the
immediate realization of self-government in India.
There has never been such ominous bitterness there
during the last fifty years of agitation as at the present moment. W e may drift toward the abyss of
either a Japanese invasion or a growingly violent Indian revolution. Either might have dire consequences
to the cause of the United Nations. In the present
world crisis, cannot all parties agree upon some com
cession, some compromise, some mediating position,
or, failing all, consent to arbitration?
Many Indians believe that the British are the wisest rulers in the world and that the policy of “divide
and rule” has become instinctive and often unconscious with them. They point to the prevailingly good
relations between H indus and Moslems in the Indian States, whether the ruler be H indu or Mohammedan, and that the recurring strife between the two
religions is almost confined to British territory. E or
himself, the w riter believes, after giving thirty years
of his life to the O rient, that the people of Britain
and of India are looking at two wholly different sides
of the same shield, that each side stated exclusively is
only a half truth, but that there is truth in both positions.
Appeal in Present Crisis Through Churchill
O ur appeal in the present crisis in India is to just
one man, W inston Churchill. It is not to M r. Roosevelt. H is hands are tied. H e will, and must, be loyal
to Mr. Churchill, to the Atlantic Charter and to the
winning of the war. T he destiny of India seems to us
to be in the hands of one man, Mr. Churchill.
W e admire Mr. Churchill for his “blood, toil, tears
and sweat” ; for his many great and generous qualities; for his defense of Britain, which was as brave,
though not as costly in human life, as that of Stalingrad. But we must not be asked to fight a global war
on a policy of British imperialism. The present deadlock in India may prolong the war and cost tens of
thousands of lives, of Americans and of the U nited
Nations. Liberals, whether in America, Britain,
China, or India, must fight with M r. Roosevelt for

democracy and for the four freedoms “everywhere”
—or nowhere. The acid test of Britain’s democracy
is India, that of America is her treatment of the
Negro, which, confessedly, has been immeasurably
worse than Britain’s treatment of India.
Many will recall the words of Emerson w ritten
quietly in his diary after the passage of the fugitive
slave law—،‘I will not obey it, by God.” It was the
spirit of Magna Carta and of 1776. Many liberals
feel as strongly as this in the present deadlock,
whether they are in India, in Britain, or in America.
Mr. Churchill little knows how deep this conviction
goes to the heart of liberal America. India is only
a part, but today the most crucial part, of the world
revolution which underlies the W orld W ar. In appearance Mr. Churchill holds India today in the hoilow of his hand. H e may think that he can break
Gandhi and his movement as Lord Lloyd believed.
But those of us who have followed Mr. Gandhi and
the history of the Indian nationalist movement for
the last fifty years gravely doubt whether that is possible. All we ask of Mr. Churchill is genuinely to
open negotiations again with all parties in India.

T h e Christian and the W ar
plunged into the war, in book form.* They are introduced with a touching confession in which the author
admits that during the years preceding the w ar he
was unable to arrive at any stable equilibrium between the pacifist position and the Christian justification of w ar; that he “pushed the issue into the future,” assuming that “when the crisis came” he
would make an “arbitrary choice” and that it would
probably be on the pacifist side. Yet he could not
quite bring himself to “contract out” of the w ar as
the pacifist proposed to do. So “while the press was
waiting” he hammered out the first of the series of
editorials on December 9th in which he found a way
of being neither a “ Christian pacifist” nor a “Christian militarist.”
The position thus formed is expressed in a ternper quite consonant with a “stop press” journalism,
but hardly calculated to draw upon the wisdom of the
Christian ages. The truth is that Dr. M orrison has
found a formula for the solution of the Christian’s
relation to the war which has never been heard of
before in all Christian history; and which is hardly
plausible enough to be heard of again. It rests upon
*The Christian and the War, by Charles Clayton Morrison,
Willett, Clark  هCo., $1.50.

the neat but unconvincing device of making an absolute distinction between a society at peace and one at
war. The first is governed by freedom ; and the other
by necessity. Moral decisions are possible in a period of “pacific relations,” but not in time of war because then everything is governed by necessity. W hen
w ar has become an “existentical reality” it is like a
“ fact of nature.” It makes all questions of right and
wrong irrelevant.
I t seems that war so completely destroys all human
freedom that among the questions with which it confronts a Christian “the question of righteousness is
not among them.” The paramount question is: “Do
I want my country to live ?” which the Christian of
course answers afilrmatively, being careful meanwhile not to ascribe any moral significance te the
answer.
H aving thus become a pure nationalist, with no
other purpose but the preservation of the nation, the
Christian expresses his Christian faith, not by dealing with moral issues morally but by facing “necessity” religiously. The religious response to the tragic
necessity of w ar is contrition for the common guilt
in which all nations are involved. But the Christian
must beware lest he give any moral significance to the
struggle or believe that anything but national existence is involved in it. H e cannot adequately express
the sense of a common guilt if he makes discriminate
ing judgments in regard to relative guilt. T hat would
make him a “party to the pretentious hypocrisy of the
state.” The only true Christian response to war is
this scrupulously universal confession of guilt. The
pacifist does not feel the common guilt because he is
seeking a position of guiltlessness. The “ Christian
militarist” meanwhile is involved in self-righteousness. This leaves only tee editor of The Christian
Century in the lonely splendor of possessing a form
of contrition acceptable to God. “ Discourses on hum ihty,” declared Pascal, ،،are a source of pride to the
proud.” The words are applicable to Dr. M orrison’s
pretentious treatm ent of a profound and perplexing
problem. But one must be quick te admit that all of
us will do well to heed Pascal’s warning.
Both propositions: tee absolute distinction between
w ar and peace, and the absolute impossibility of discrim inating between the comparative justice of embattled causes, are untenable.
As to the first, nothing is more patent than that
the whole of human history is a curious m ixture of
necessity and freedom. A peaceful society, with all
its vast interrelations and conflicting ra ^ n sib ilitie s,
offers us no such free choices as Dr. M orrison supposes; nor is our freedom as completely lost in wartime as he asserts. By his own admission w ar is the
consequence of sinful attitudes among the nations.
If nations and groups were not selfish, they would,

 ﺀهcourse, not be involved in the tensions and covert
conflicts which may ultimately lead to war. But it is
absurd to draw an absolute line between the tensions
and potential conflicts of an allegedly “pacific” society
and the overt expression of those conflicts in war. It
is equally absurd to regard reason and freedom as
completely determinative in the former, and unreason
and necessity in the latter condition.
If it is inevitable that a Christian become a pure
nationalist, once his nation is attacked, and think only
of national self-preservation, one might imagine that
h^ would be allowed to exercise a certain amount of
foresight and seek to avert potential peril by proper
measures. On that point Dr. M orrison makes a revealing confession. “Perhaps,” he declares, “the w ar
became inevitable at a point much further back [than
the actual attack]. But for our human intelligence
there was nothing to do but go on the assumption that
until overt w ar actually came there was still a possibility of preventing it.” H ere the author misses a
marvellous opportunity for contrition. H e might have
admitted that he failed to guage the potential peril to
the nation correctly, despite very obvious facts which
were not really beyond the grasp of “human intelligence” ; and that he may have increased the peril by
refusing to admit its existence.
These confusions about the relation of necessity to
freedom in human history are serious enough; but
they must be subordinated to the more serious defect
of the immoral nationalism into which Dr. M orrison’s curious reasoning betrays him. The only war
which can be regarded as an inexorable necessity is
apparently the war into which our own nation is
plunged. The whole world may be at war, peoples
may be ravaged, nations annihilated, and men enslaved. All this presents us with no special problem,
until we are attacked.
Holland is invaded, let us say. T hat releases the
Christians of Holland. They may have had scruples
about war. But it has come to them like a “fact of
nature.” They must defend their country. They can
be Christian in doing so provided of course they are
scrupulous in expressing a common contrition for the
sin of war in general and are careful to make no distinction between their cause and that of their oppressors. If they make such a distinction, they become involved in the h y ^ critical pretensions of the state.
So long as the Dutch fight merely for themselves and
do not pretend to, or do in fact, fight for some principle of justice transcending national existence, they
are Christian. Meanwhile what about the rest of us?
W e are still allowed to believe that “the w orst thing
we could have done for America and for mankind
was to get into the w ar.” W e are still held in the
grip of a curious moral dogma that war is wholly evil
even when waged in defense of other peoples’ lives

and liberties. W e arc released from the inaction of
this position only when our own precious skin is also
touched. It must be touched; if we arc only threatened, we must not act because human intelligence is
unable to determine how real potential perils are.
Dr. M orrison’s doctrine is bad politics, bad rcligion and bad morals. As politics it puts a premium
upon lack of foresight. As morals it discounts every
decent sense of loyalty to anything above the national
interest. As religion it has the merit of seeking to
find some guarantee against the persistent tendency
of all human beings to an inordinate rc l^ ig h te o u sness. But it tries to overcome this tendency by an
obvious falsehood. It is false to declare that there
are no significant distinctions in history between enslavers and slaves, between oppressors and the oppressed. Even if the falsehood were more plausible,
it would not serve the purpose which Dr. M orrison
intends. Self-righteousness belongs as much to the
common guilt of all peoples, from which there is no
complete escape, as any of the sins which Dr. M orri

son enumerates. Like all basie sins, it expresses itself
most elearly at the point where someone imagines that
he has found a neat formula for overcoming it.
Perhaps if the version of Christian faith whieh
Dr. Morrison expounds had taken the problem of
our eommon guilt more seriously before the war, he
would not have fastened upon the idea so hysterieally
in relation to the war. In every human situation we
share some guilt for the evil which we must oppose;
and must yet “be firm in the right as God gives us to
see the right.” W e may fail, either in fully understanding the judgment which stands over both us and
the enemy and unites us in a common need of grace;
or in making sharp distinctions between right and
wrong according to our best judgment. W e may
actually fail in understanding either the religious or
the moral dimension of our situation. But it is preposterous to seek to guarantee the understanding of
the one by purposely obscuring the other. It is also
foolish to imagine that we face this problem only in
war time.
R. N.

The World Chureh: News and Notes
The Norwegian Church Struggle

French Protestantism and the Refugees

The latest development in the church situation of Norway is that the Quisling authorities have issued a letter
to all clergymen containing an appeal for “better understanding of official church policy.” The clergymen are also
informed that anyone who has not drawn his official
salary for toe last quarter of 1941-42 ending in June,
1942, must be regarded as lost. Since toe great majority
of Norwegian Lutheran clergy resigned in protest against
the Nazi domination of the church, this decree virtually
dissolves the relation between church and state. The
Quisling party organ has announced that state police
have been instructed to guard the homes of the resigned
bishops in order to prevent them from conducting visitations and ordinations in the future.

In the latter part of August the President of the Reformed Church and of the Protestant Federation of
France, Pastor Marc Boegner, made a protest to the
government against the deportation of foreign Jews,
whether converted to Christianity ٠٢ not, and against the
manner in which the deportations were carried out.
Pastor Boegner asserted that no one in France could remain unmoved by what had happened in toe internment
camps since August 2nd. Men and women who had
taken refuge in France for political or religious reasons
had been turned over to Germany, to the very country
from which they had been forced to flee, u p to now,
Christianity had inspired nations, and notably France,
with the respect for the right of asylum. . . . Christian
Churches, no matter how different their beliefs, would
be unfaithful to their calling if they did not protest
against the abandonment of this principle. . . .

Bishops Condemn Conversion of Croatians
At toe end of the last year news came from Croatia
saying that masses of Greek Grthodox Christians were
forcibly converted to Catholicism (as a means to promote toe Croatization of the population). Now news has
come to hand that the Catholic bishops in Croatia have
condemned this action. At a meeting held at Zagreb as
early as December 17, 1941, they declared that exclusive
authority for any conversions lay with the Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy and that all action outside that authority must be rejected. . . .
I. C. P. I. S. Geneva
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Hendrik Kraemer Sends Message from Dutch Camp
Professor Hendrik Kraemer, internationally known
authority on missions and until recently professor of Religious History at Leyden University, is now one of toe
45° hostages whom toe Germans arc holding in Dutch
concentration camps. Professor Kraemer recently sent a
very unique and effective message to his own congregation, which consists of interesting Biblical quotations.

